Abstract-There are many cases of electromagnetic interference caused by supraharmonics emitted by power electronic equipment. However, there is currently no effective method for measuring supraharmonics. This paper proposes a new supraharmonics high-resolution measurement algorithm based on a multiple measurement vectors (MMVs) compressive sensing (CS) model and an orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) recovery algorithm. First, by introducing an interpolation factor, based on a spectrum array of multiple discrete Fourier transform coefficient vectors and a Dirichlet kernel matrix, an MMVs CS model is constructed. Then, by using the jointly sparse property of high-resolution spectrum array, the MMVs CS model is converted into a single-measurement vector CS model. Third, by using an OMP recovery algorithm, the support set of the high-resolution spectrum array is solved. Finally, by using least squares, the high-resolution spectrum array of supraharmonics is obtained. Simulation results and verification of the measured data show that the algorithm proposed in this paper can improve the frequency resolution by an order of magnitude without increasing the observation time, can shorten the calculation time by 100× compared with the single measurement vector compressive sensing-OMP algorithm, and can compute the amplitude and phase of supraharmonics accurately. Meanwhile, the amplitude fluctuation characteristics of supraharmonics can also be analyzed accurately. This algorithm shows a good application prospect in measuring supraharmonics accurately.
While achieving energy saving, high efficiency, and intelligence, these equipment also emit more and more highfrequency distortion [1] in 2-150 kHz into the power system, which has caused a series of new electromagnetic interference problems [2] . For example, malfunction of automatic meter reading, inaccuracy of energy metering; degraded copying quality of a copying machine due to the interference caused by a digital control machine nearby; damage to the filter capacitor of the power supply inverter in the automotive punching workshop; and damage to a precision instrument sharing the power socket with a computer numerical control machine [3] . The resonance between a motor tester circuit and a breaker circuit caused an abnormal noise. In 2013, at the IEEE International Conference on Power and Energy, the high-frequency distortion in the frequency range 2-150 kHz was first defined as supraharmonics [4] . Subsequently, this concept is gradually accepted by the industry. In the latest standard IEC 61000-2-2, supraharmonics are clearly divided into intentional emission and unintentional emission. The so-called intentional emission refers to the power line communication signal, and the unintentional emission refers to conducted emission that is not intended for communication purpose. Electromagnetic interference is mainly caused by unintentional emission. In 2010, 2013, and 2015, the European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization successively released three research reports on electromagnetic interference between electrical equipment and systems in the frequency range below 150 kHz [5] . In 2017, the International Conference on Electricity Distribution specially set up a special report for supraharmonics. Undoubtedly, supraharmonics have caused a great deal of attention from universities, research institutions, and relevant international standardization organizations.
In the newly revised standard IEC 61000-4-30, annex C, three measurement methods for supraharmonics are recommended. One method is to extend the gapless clustering method in IEC 61000-4-7, annex B, from the present 9-kHz limit up to a 150-kHz limit. The second method under consideration is the newly proposed 32 equal width segments measurement method. A third method is the method of CISPR 16-1-2. Due to different measurement principles of the three measurement methods, the measurement results obtained by them must be quite different [6] .
The spectral leakage of the gapless clustering measurement method is very serious. The basic principle of the 32 equal width segments measurement method is to extract 32 sets of 0.5 ms of data block from 200 ms of measured signal, and perform a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) transform separately to obtain 32 sets of spectrum with 2-kHz frequency resolution, and the maximum, minimum, and average values of each spectral line are reported. Since this method uses only about 8% of the measured data, the amount of calculation can be greatly reduced and it is most likely to become the standard supraharmonics measurement method. However, this method has some disadvantages, i.e., the mutual limitation between observation time and frequency resolution, and large frequency resolution, means that the components of supraharmonics cannot be positioned precisely. At the same time, because of the measurement with a gap, some parts of the signal under test will be undetected because it has a 92% chance of falling in the gap [7] . Furthermore, since the amplitude of each highfrequency component usually has a fluctuation characteristic with time, this method cannot measure amplitude modulated signals.
The CISPR16-1-2 measurement method can measure the level value of each frequency point in the whole sweep frequency range of 9-150 kHz using a point frequency measurement mode and stepping at the preset frequency interval. Due to the long measurement interval and the amount of data, this method cannot meet the in situ measurement requirements.
In order to research the propagation property, interaction mechanism, emission limits, and inhibition of supraharmonics, it is necessary to measure supraharmonics accurately. Therefore, it is a big challenge to propose an effective supraharmonics high-resolution measurement algorithm.
Spatial spectrum estimation methods such as multiple signal classification [8] and estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance techniques [9] have been applied to harmonics and interharmonics because of their superresolution but at the cost of higher computational complexity. The spectrum of supraharmonics, emitted by power electronics at the switching frequency and its integral multiple frequencies, is sparse in the frequency domain. Therefore, this kind of signal can be analyzed by using compressive sensing (CS) [10] [11] [12] . Bertocco et al. [13] proposed a high-resolution harmonic analysis algorithm based on CS, which can increase the frequency resolution of traditional harmonics by an order of magnitude, but can only process one data spectrum. Zhuang et al. [14] proposed a supraharmonics high-resolution measurement method based on a single-measurement vector (SMV) CS model and orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [15] recovery algorithm [single measurement vector compressive sensing (SCS)-OMP]. The SCS-OMP algorithm can refine the frequency resolution from 2 kHz to 200 Hz, breaking through the limitation of Shannon's sampling theorem and overcoming the inherent limitations of mutual limitation of observation time and frequency resolution. Parameters of supraharmonics can be calculated accurately and spectral leakage can be effectively inhibited.
Because of the amplitude fluctuation characteristics of supraharmonics, it is obviously not enough to analyze only 32 data blocks. However, the SCS-OMP algorithm can only process one supraharmonics spectrum each time. Therefore, it needs multiple iterations for 200-ms measured data, which will undoubtedly require a longer time. Therefore, the algorithm does not meet the fast measurement requirements for supraharmonics.
In this paper, a new supraharmonics high-resolution measurement algorithm based on multiple measurement vectors (MMVs) [16] CS model and OMP recovery algorithm [multiple measurement vector compressive sensing (MCS)-OMP] is proposed, which can realize supraharmonics highresolution analysis of an original spectrum array (OSA) simultaneously. Each column vector corresponds to the frequency spectrum of each data block. In order to optimize the algorithm, it is noted that the high-resolution spectrum array is jointly sparse. According to [17] , the MMV CS model is transformed into an SMV [16] CS model, and the support set is calculated using the OMP algorithm. Since by converting the MMV model into the SMV CS model, noise interference can be eliminated, the calculation of the support set is more stable. Finally, the supraharmonics high-resolution analysis of OSA is achieved simultaneously through the least-squares method, and the calculation time can be significantly reduced. It is expected to be applied to the fast measurement and analysis of supraharmonics. This paper is organized as follows. The basic principles of the MCS-OMP algorithm are introduced in Section II. Section III introduces the simulation results of the supraharmonics high-resolution analysis, and Section IV discusses the supraharmonics high-resolution analysis of measured data. In Section V, the contributions and conclusions of this paper are reviewed.
II. PRINCIPLE OF MCS-OMP SUPRAHARMONICS HIGH-RESOLUTION ALGORITHM

A. MMV Compressive Sensing Model
For a 200-ms power signal sampling data sequence containing supraharmonics, a digital bandpass filter is used to filter out the conventional harmonics below 2 kHz and the frequency components above 150 kHz, and then the data are uniformly divided into 400 groups of T = 0.5ms small data blocks by applying a rectangular window function. Supraharmonics components contained in any small data block can be expressed as a multitone signal
where A sh , f sh , and θ sh are the amplitude, frequency, and initial phase of each frequency component, respectively, and the parameters are assumed to be stationary and deterministic. T s is the sample interval, which is the reciprocal of the sample frequency f s . The sequence length is N = f s T .
Equation (1) can be expressed in the Euler form
The DFT of x(n) can be expressed as follows:
where 0 ≤ k ≤ N, the frequency resolution f = f s /N is 2 kHz, and D(·) is the Dirichlet kernel matrix
In order to improve the frequency resolution, the interpolation factor F is introduced. Therefore, the frequency resolution is refined to f = f /F, and the total spectral line is N = N F. Besides
where r is the r th spectral line in the new frequency resolution. The final expression is as follows:
where
Here, (6) is transformed into an SMV CS model
where the element
By (7), a high-resolution spectrum vector from the original spectrum vector can be obtained. The simplified form of (7) is as follows:
where s is the original spectrum vector, D is the sensing matrix, a is the high-resolution spectrum vector that has a K -sparsity (K N ), and w is the noise vector. In order to realize the supraharmonics high-resolution analysis of M original spectrum vectors simultaneously, M original spectrum column vectors are assembled into an OSA S, and finally, an MMV CS model is constructed
where S is the OSA, D is the sensing matrix, A is the highresolution spectrum array, and W is the noise matrix. The element s k,m can be expressed as follows:
where i m represents the start of the time-domain signal for each data block.
B. Support Set Calculation for High-Resolution Spectrum Array 1) Transformation MMV Model to SMV Model:
If the traditional CS method is directly used to estimate the support set in the MMV model, there are two drawbacks. One is that the amount of calculation is large. Second, the signal subspace and the noise subspace cannot be distinguished, which means the support set cannot be estimated accurately due to noise interference. Since the high-resolution spectrum array is jointly sparse, that is, its support set for each column is the same, it is possible to express the jointly support set of the highresolution spectrum array by solving an SMV support set. In this way, the support set solution problem of the MMV CS model is transformed into the support set solution problem of an SMV CS model. First, from the autocorrelation matrix R S of the OSA, S is calculated
where the superscript H denotes the transposition and complex conjugation. Replacing S with (10), then (12) can be transformed into
w is the variance of Gaussian white noise, and I is the identity matrix.
The eigenvalue decomposition of DR A D H is
and the eigenvalue decomposition of R S is
The eigenvalues of R S are given as follows:
If the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is large enough and σ 2 K is significantly larger than σ 2 w . Then, the top K largest eigenvalues of the autocorrelation matrix R S are called primary eigenvalues, and the other N-K smallest eigenvalues are called secondary eigenvalues. The primary eigenvalues are as follows:
and the secondary eigenvalues are as follows:
Correspondingly, the eigenvectors can be divided into
where T H G = 0. Thus, the data space is decomposed into the signal subspace Span(
Therefore, the eigenvectors matrix T is multiplied by the column vector d K , which is composed of the square roots of the top K largest eigenvalues, to obtain eigenvalue column vector v v = Td K .
Since the column vector v only retains the supraharmonics components and eliminates the noise. Finally, the MMV CS model is converted into an SMV CS model
Next, the support set of support column vector u will be calculated using the OMP recovery algorithm. 
2) Using OMP Recovery Algorithm to Calculate Support
Set: Since the OMP algorithm is a greedy method that implements iterative approximation by the least-squares method, the residual obtained by each iteration is orthogonal to all selected column vectors and has the advantages of fast operation speed and easy implementation. The OMP algorithm is used to calculate the support set of the constructed SMV model, as in (22). The flows of the OMP algorithm are given in Table I .
C. Least-Squares Method to Recover High-Resolution Spectrum Array
After recovering the support set and the submatrix D s , the high-resolution spectrum array can be recovered using the least-squares method
whereÂ includes M columns of a high-resolution spectrum column vector. Each row corresponds to the phasors of each frequency component at different times. The frequency, amplitude, and phase matrix of the supraharmonics are obtained by
When measurement noise is present, replacing (10) into (23), and the estimate is shown aŝ
Through a recovery success probability simulation of the support set, a limiting value of the SNR is found. When SNR is greater than and equal to 15 dB, the support set can be successfully recovered 100%; however, when the SNR is lower than 15 dB, the recovery success probability of the support set will decline. That is, the recovery of the support set is no longer guaranteed.
D. Selection of Interpolation Factor F
For δ ∈ (0, 0.36), Candès and Wakin [18] investigated the relationship between the N-dimensional observation vector and the NF-dimensional K sparse measurement vector in the SMV model under the Gaussian distribution. The recovery probability of OMP will exceed 1 − δ
where N is the original vector's dimension, F is the interpolation factor, K is the sparsity of the recovery vector, N] ) is a coefficient, C is a constant, the value is set to 1, and
is the square of the largest correlation between any two columns of matrix D in (10) . Therefore, the coefficient m ∈ (0, 1]. In application, the value of m is set to 1. The estimation formula of interpolation factor F is
It should be noted that the frequency resolution of the analyzed signal's spectrum could not be enhanced indefinitely by arbitrarily increasing the value of the interpolation factor F. The reason is that, first, if the interpolation factor is set too large, the condition number of the sensing matrix will be large, and the condition number reflects the stability of the matrix when it is disturbed by noise, i.e., the larger the condition number, the more unstable the matrix. Second, in the CS calculation, it is always desirable that the subset of any column vectors of the sensing matrix is nearly orthogonal, and if the interpolation factor F is too large, it will be difficult to meet the orthogonal condition. In summary, based on the actual needs and theoretical analysis, combined with the computation complexity and computation accuracy, the value of F is usually not more than 10.
E. Estimation of Sparsity K
The purpose of the CS recovery algorithm is to map the eigenvalue column vector v to the support column vector u using the sensing matrix D, so that there are only a small number of nonzero components, and the number of nonzero components is the sparsity level of u. The estimation of sparsity is an important iteration condition for performing the OMP algorithm. If the sparsity level estimation is not accurate, the estimation of the support set will not be accurate. In the frequency domain, if there is no spectral leakage, the signal's sparsity is equal to two times the number of supraharmonics in the analyzed signal. In the simulation analysis, the number of high-frequency components in the simulation signal is set and known in advance; however, for the actual signal, the number of high-frequency components is usually unknown in advance. Some spatial spectrum estimation methods can be used, such as minimum description length (MDL) [19] and Gerschgorin disk estimation (GDE) [20] . Practice shows that in the white 
III. SIMULATION RESULTS OF MCS-OMP ALGORITHM
A. Supraharmonics Stationary Simulation Model
The supraharmonics stationary simulation model is given as (1) , and the frequency, amplitude, and initial phase of each frequency component are listed in Table II . The amplitude and frequency parameters are set according to the analysis results of the supraharmonics in the PV inverter output signal. The PV inverter emits high-frequency components at the switching frequency (about 10 kHz) and its integral multiple frequencies. Since the amplitude of the main supraharmonics component is generally not large, the amplitude of the higher frequency component whose frequency is integer multiple of the switching frequency is much smaller, and the influence can usually be ignored. Therefore, in the simulation model, the higher frequency components with the smaller magnitudes are not considered. In the model, six high-frequency components and one fundamental component are set, and the frequency and amplitude of each frequency component are set according to the measured results of the PV inverter.
The sampling frequency is set to 500 kHz. A 0.5-ms rectangular window is applied to the 200-ms sampled data sequence to divide it into 400 small data blocks, and each small data block contains 250 data. All small data blocks are transformed to the frequency domain by DFT, and 400 groups of the spectrum are obtained with the frequency resolution of 2 kHz. In order to improve the frequency resolution of the 400 groups of the spectrum, the interpolation factor F is set to 10. The SCS-OMP algorithm in [15] and the MCS-OMP algorithm proposed in this paper are, respectively, applied to the simulation model to improve the frequency resolution from the original 2 kHz to 200 Hz, and then to get supraharmonics high-resolution analysis for all 400 groups of the spectrum.
B. Support Set Recovery Success Probability
Adding Gaussian white noise to the supraharmonics simulation model set in Table II , the SNR range is set −10-+35 dB, and the increasing step is set to 5 dB. Using the two algorithms mentioned earlier, we perform 100× support set recovery under each SNR value. The number of successful recoveries of the support set is the success probability, as shown in Fig. 1 . As can be seen from Fig. 1 , when the SNR is greater than and equal to 15 dB, the recovery success rates of the two algorithms all reach 100%. However, when the SNR is below 15 dB, the success probability of the SCS-OMP algorithm declines significantly. The MCS-OMP algorithm still has a high recovery success probability. Even when the SNR equals 0 dB, the recovery success probability of the support set still reaches over 90%, indicating that the MCS-OMP algorithm has better robustness.
C. Computation Time of MCS-OMP Algorithm
In order to compare the computation time of the DFT algorithm, SCS-OMP algorithm, and MCS-OMP algorithm, the three algorithms are applied to the supraharmonics stationary simulation model, respectively, and the SNR is set to 20 dB. The simulation software runs on MATLAB 2017a, and the computer configuration includes an Intel Core i5 processor, 8-GB memory, and a Windows 7 64-bit operating system. The computation time of the three algorithms is given in Table III. It can be seen from Table III that the DFT algorithm has the shortest computation time 0.036 s. The SCS-OMP algorithm can achieve high-resolution analysis of one spectral coefficients vector at a time and needs 400 iterations, the calculation time will be longer undoubtedly, needing about 39.867 s. However, using the proposed MCS-OMP algorithm, the array containing 400 sets of the spectral coefficient vectors can be processed simultaneously, and the calculation speed will be improved greatly, only needing about 0.401 s. Compared with the SCS-OMP algorithm, the calculation time of the MCS-OMP algorithm can be 100× less.
D. Computation Accuracy of MCS-OMP Algorithm
In order to analyze the frequency, amplitude, and initial phase of supraharmonics based on the supraharmonics stationary simulation model in Table II , the interpolation factor F is set to 10, sparsity is set to 12, and SNR is set to 20 dB. To eliminate the effects of the fundamental component on the calculation results, the 50-Hz fundamental component should be filtered out using a Chebyshev II bandpass digital filter. From frequency response analysis of the filter, at 50 Hz, the attenuation factor is −72.74 dB and the fundamental component can be filtered out by 99.98%. Then, the MCS-OMP algorithm is applied to the filtered signal, to achieve a highresolution analysis of supraharmonics, and the recovered highresolution 3-D spectrogram is shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 2 , there are six frequency components. The amplitude of each frequency component does not change with time.
The recovered frequency of each frequency component is calculated by (24). The mean value of the amplitude and initial phase of each frequency component are calculated by (25) and (26), respectively (see Table IV for details).
It can be seen that the recovered frequency of each frequency component is the same as set in Table II . Therefore, the MCS-OMP algorithm can calculate the frequency of the six frequency components accurately, and the frequency resolution is improved by an order of magnitude without increasing the observation time.
The mean magnitude of each frequency component is very close to the set value, and spectral leakage in the OSA is inhibited greatly. The relative error is negligible, and the standard deviation is very small.
It is well known that digital filters can introduce phase delay, which can cause phase error. The mean values of initial phase equal to the computed values by (26) minus the corresponding phase delays, which are obtained from the phase-frequency characteristic curve of the Chebyshev II digital filter.
E. Supraharmonics Modulation Simulation Model
When the MCS-OMP algorithm is applied to analyze the measured PV inverter output signal, the results show that, besides the PV inverter emitting high-frequency components at the switching frequency and its integral multiple frequencies, the amplitude of each high-frequency component still has a common periodic fluctuation characteristic. Therefore, by constructing an amplitude-modulated model to characterize the supraharmonics of the device's output signal, the simulation results can reflect the amplitude fluctuation characteristics of the measured object.
Here, six high-frequency components and one fundamental component are also set, and the detailed parameters of each frequency component are as in Table II . Besides that, an amplitude modulation factor and a modulation frequency are added to the amplitudes. The final supraharmonics amplitude-modulated model is
where A sh , f sh , and θ sh are the amplitude, frequency, and initial phase of each frequency component, respectively, k m is the amplitude modulation factor, and f m is the modulation frequency. The modulation frequency is set to f m = 300Hz and the amplitude modulation factor is set to k m = 0.1, which come from the results of the actual data analysis of the PV inverters.
Again, the fundamental component is first filtered out with the Chebyshev II bandpass digital filter. After that, the MCS-OMP algorithm is applied to the filtered signal to achieve a high-resolution analysis of supraharmonics, and the recovered high-resolution 3-D spectrogram is shown in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , six frequency components are recovered successfully, their frequencies are the same as set in Table II , and the amplitude of each frequency component has a common periodic fluctuation characteristic.
In Fig. 4 , the amplitude fluctuation characteristic of the 10.2-kHz frequency component with time is shown. The solid curve indicates the set value, and the dotted curve indicates the estimated value obtained using the MCS-OMP algorithm. The two curves are very consistent, and the maximum error of the amplitude between the two curves is 1.06%. In Fig. 4 , there are 30 fluctuation cycles in 100-ms observation time. Then, the modulation frequency is 300 Hz, which is the same as set. The amplitude modulation factor is 0.1, which is also the same as set. From the simulation, it can be concluded that the MCS-OMP algorithm is not only suitable for analyzing the supraharmonics stationary model but also for analyzing the supraharmonics amplitude-modulated model. By using the MCS-OMP algorithm proposed in this paper, frequency resolution can be improved by an order of magnitude without increasing the observation time, computation speed can be improved greatly, and calculation accuracy of the amplitude and phase of each frequency component are relatively high.
IV. ANALYSIS OF MEASURED DATA
The MCS-OMP algorithm has been applied to analyze the supraharmonics contained in the output signals of power electronic switching devices, such as a wireless electric vehicle charging device, a moisture detection device, and a PV inverter. Here, a PV inverter (a typical power electronic equipment) is taken as an example.
In Fig. 5 , there is a circuit model of the PV inverter. The switching frequency of the PV inverter is about 10 kHz. When the PV inverter is operating at rated power, a YOKOGAVA DL850E recorder and CAE3N current clamps are used to measure the output voltage and current at phases A, B, and C. The measured current of phase A is taken as the analysis object.
The sampling frequency is set to 500 kHz. Similarly, a Chebyshev digital filter is used to filter out the fundamental component. The spectrum of the filtered signal is shown in Fig. 6 . There are about 11 main frequency components at the switching frequency and its integral multiple frequencies. As the frequency increases, its amplitude is gradually reduced, but the amplitude fluctuation characteristics with time cannot be seen.
After that, the interpolation factor is set to 10 and the sparsity is set to 22, and then, the MCS-OMP algorithm is applied to the filtered signal to achieve a high-resolution analysis of supraharmonics. The frequency resolution of the OSA can be improved to 200 Hz. The original 3-D spectrogram obtained by DFT and the recovered high-resolution 3-D spectrogram are shown in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7(a) shows the OSA obtained using the DFT algorithm with a 2-kHz frequency resolution, and spectral leakage is serious as shown by the spreading of the spectral energy in the region surrounding each of the main spectral lines. Fig. 7(b) shows the high-resolution spectrum of supraharmonics obtained using the MCS-OMP algorithm with a 200-Hz frequency resolution and spectral leakage can be inhibited greatly. From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that, besides the PV inverter emitting high-frequency components at the switching frequency and its integral multiple frequencies, the amplitude of each high-frequency component still has a common periodic fluctuation characteristic. After in-depth research and analysis, it is found that this phenomenon is a kind of resonance phenomenon caused by an LC filter at the output unit of the PV inverter. By calculating and analyzing the amplitude fluctuation characteristic of each frequency component, it is found that there are 60 fluctuation cycles in 200-ms observation time. That is, the modulation frequency is about 300 Hz, and the maximum fluctuating amplitude is about 0.1 per unit.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new supraharmonics high-resolution measurement algorithm, called MCS-OMP algorithm, is proposed and established. Specifically, by introducing an interpolation factor, based on a spectrum array of multiple DFT coefficient vectors and a Dirichlet kernel matrix, an MMV CS model is constructed. Due to the jointly sparse characteristics of the high-resolution spectrum array, the MMV CS model is converted into an SMV CS model, and then the OMP algorithm is used to solve the support set, which is also the joint support set of the high-resolution spectrum array. According to the support set, the column vector of the sensing matrix is extracted to form the submatrix. Finally, the least-squares algorithm is used to achieve the high-resolution supraharmonics analysis of the OSA simultaneously. The new algorithm can not only achieve accurate positioning of the supraharmonics frequency in the measured signal but also calculate the amplitude and phase of supraharmonics accurately. The algorithm has a fast computation speed and a good antiinterference ability. Meanwhile, the amplitude fluctuation characteristics of supraharmonics can also be analyzed accurately. The above-mentioned theoretical analysis conclusions are confirmed by simulation analysis and verification of the measured data. Therefore, the MCS-OMP algorithm can provide a useful measurement algorithm for an in-depth study of the propagation characteristics, interaction mechanism, emission limit, and inhibition of supraharmonics.
From the perspective of more accurate measurement of the high-frequency components in the frequency range of 2-150 kHz existing in the power system, the 200-Hz frequency resolution for 0.5-ms data length that the proposed algorithm can achieve is not good enough and needs to be improved further. Furthermore, faster speeds than the algorithm proposed in this paper can achieve are urgently needed to carry out so-called real-time measurement of supraharmonics. Therefore, the development of a new algorithm with higher frequency resolution, higher computing speed, and suitable for analyzing more different types of power electronic equipment that emit high-frequency components from 2 to 150 kHz, is further work for us.
